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Ensete (Ensete ventricosum) is an important perennial species in Ethiopia. It is used for food and fiber. 
The mode of propagation is asexual and sexual. Asexual form of reproduction is by natural and 
anthropogenic induced sucker. This research aims to investigate and measure the methylation diversity 
of natural and anthropogenic induced sucker forming Ensete. Twenty-seven individuals from Hawassa 
University research collection were used to identify using Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms 
(AFLPs) and Methylation-Sensitive Amplification Length Polymorphism (MS-AFLP).technology. The 
average values of Nei's genetic diversity (Hj) were 0.189 and 0.110 for natural sucker forming and 
anthropogenic induced sucker forming, respectively by AFLPs analysis. With MS-AFLP analysis, this 
value reduced to 0.145 for natural sucker forming Ensete but increased to 0.172 for anthropogenic 
sucker inducing populations. The AFLP Shannon information index (Ho) was 0.313 and 0.162 for natural 
and anthropogenic sucker forming Ensete, respectively. However, this value was reduced to 0.238 for 
natural sucker forming and 0.252 for anthropogenic sucker formed by the MS-AFLP analysis. UPGMA 
tree, structure analysis and principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) showed the two populations clustered 
separately. AMOVA revealed 24% of the genetic differentiation (Fst) occurred among populations. Gene 
flow (Nm) was limited among all populations. This concludes that AFLP did not show differentiation 
among populations; however MS-AFLP clearly showed the differentiation of populations which is an 
indication of epigenetic diversity but limited to developmental stages of Ensete.  
 
Key words: Methylation, Ensete ventricosum, sucker, Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms (AFLPs), 
Methylation-Sensitive Amplification Length Polymorphism (MS-AFLP). 

 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Ensete is the staple food crop in Ethiopia where, 20 
million people depend on for  food,  feed,  medicine,  fiber 

and ornament (Pijls et al., 1995). Improving the different 
qualitative and quantitative traits of this crop  is  important  
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to increase food security and diversity. For this, employing 
molecular breeding tools is an efficient approach.  

The diversity of Ensete is confirmed by morphological 
and ethno botanical studies (Birmeta et al., 2002, 2004; 
Negash et al., 2002; Olango et al., 2015; Tesfaye and 
Lüdders, 2003; Tobiaw and Bekele, 2011; Yemataw et 
al., 2018). The mode of reproduction in Ensete is also 
different where wild Ensete has sexual propagation 
method by forming flower and seed, which is a unique 
resource for its possibility of retaining genetic 
recombination (Olango et al., 2015). However, cultivated 
Ensete population reproduces by sucker formation. This 
sucker formation is natural or anthropogenic induced, and 
most of the cultivated ensete comprised of natural sucker 
forming (ET) and anthropogenic sucker inducing (NE). 
The majority of cultivated Ensete populations which are 
used as source of food are NE type. However, cultivated 
Enset with limited use for food are ET type. Furthermore, 
ET and NE type of Ensete have contrasting propagation 
system. ET is propagated exclusively by vegetative 
propagation. However, NE type of Ensete is manipulated 
by anthropogenic activity to form multiple sucker 
formation. If the NE type is left till it finishes its life cycle, 
the plant will form a flower, the basis for sexual 
reproduction and seed formation. 

Over the past decades, many researchers employed 
molecular markers such as Random Amplified 
Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) (Birmeta et al., 2002), 
Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) 
(Negash et al., 2002), Inter Simple Sequence Repeats 
(ISSRs) (Tobiaw and Bekele, 2011); Single Sequence 
repeats (SSR) (Olango et al., 2015) and Single 
Nucleotides Polymorphism (SNP) (Yemataw et al., 2018) 
to study the genetic diversity of Ensete. Molecular 
markers were able to give us the genetic diversity, 
richness, and differentiation without the effect of 
environmental variation. However, above employed 
markers studies gave little information about the 
differentiation of natural and anthropogenic sucker 
forming of Ensete.  

Epigenetic alters phenotypes of a living organism by 
changing the morphology and biological molecules 
(Broeck et al., 2018; Fournier-Level et al., 2011; Fray and 
Zhong, 2015; Fresnedo-Ramírez et al., 2017; Kaeppler et 
al., 2000; Wang et al., 2016). However, these changes 
are not the result of the change in DNA sequence (Dhar 
et al., 2019). This phenomenon challenged the traditional 
dogma of phenotypes controlled by DNA only. Thus 
currently it becomes clear that not only DNA but also 
epigenetic is affecting the variation and diversity of living 
organisms. 

One of the most studied parts of the epigenetic effect is 
the change which happens because of DNA Methylation. 
Methylation-Sensitive Amplified Polymorphism (MSAP) is 
one the technique which is used to study DNA 
Methylation in the living organism (Fulneček and Kovařík, 
2014;   Labra   et   al.,  2002a,  b,  2004;  Pérez-Figueroa,   

 
 
 
 
2013). Reyna-Lopez is the first to use this technique in 
Fungi (Fulneček and Kovařík, 2014). However, after his 
result showing the different pattern of Methylation in 
clonally propagated fungi, the approach has been used 
by many researchers in the model and cultivated plants 
(Dowen et al., 2012; Fournier-Level et al., 2011; Kashino-
Fujii et al., 2018; Suter and Widmer, 2013; Wang et al., 
2016). Furthermore, the technique is widely applied not 
only to study diversity but also to understand the 
ecological and evolutionary aspect of the species (Broeck 
et al., 2018; Dowen et al., 2012). Currently, the technique 
is used to understand the population epigenetic diversity 
of living organisms. For example there is clear 
Methylation diversity of barley (Chwialkowska et al., 
2019), Arabidopsis (Kawakatsu et al., 2016) rice (Wang 
et al., 2016), sorghum (Rosati et al., 2019), wheat 
(Shaked et al., 2001), almond (Fresnedo-Ramírez et al., 
2017), grape (Fournier-Level et al., 2011), tomato (Fray 
and Zhong, 2015). This analysis clarified that epigenetic 
is important in population differentiation and influencing 
morphological changes. Implying epigenetic effect is an 
important factor for phenotypic variation. Many studies 
clarified DNA Methylation is the common phenomenon of 
a natural population which can be a potential force for the 
evolutionary process in living organisms. This indicates 
understanding the epigenetic effect is important for 
understanding the evolutionary and ecological explanation 
of population diversity.  Thus, for proper management of 
Ensete breeding, it is necessary to evaluate the local 
genetic/epigenetic structure in these populations. 
Unfortunately, there is no information about the extent 
and partitioning of genetic and epigenetic diversity in 
Ensete populations on a local scale, as well as the 
genetic/epigenetic relationships between natural sucker 
forming (ET) and anthropogenic induced sucker 
formation (NE) populations of Ensete. 

The major objective of this research is to provide 
preliminary data to determine if there is DNA Methylation 
differences between ET and NE Ensete trees. This study 
focused on dynamic differential global Methylation 
patterns between trees having different propagation 
systems. The specific objectives of the research are: (1) 
to check the genetic and epigenetic diversity of branching 
and non-branching type of Ensete, and (2) to analyze the 
population structure of the two types of Ensete genotypes 
based on their genetic and epigenetic diversity. 

 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Study species and sampling sites 

 
Genomic DNA was collected from emerging sucker on dead leaf 
(EB), emerging bud (MB), emerging shoot (ML), shoot of young 
plants (D), and young shoot of matured mother plants of ET ( M1, 
M2 , M3, HU), and shoot of matured NE plant (Ado, Ganticha, 
Koba, Abebe, and Wild) from the  field established in Hawassa 
University (Figure 1). The  samples consisted of two types of sucker  
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Figure 1. Phenotypic representation of the Ensete samples for the AFLP and MS-AFLP analysis at Hawassa University 
Research field.  

 
 
 
formation: Mainly natural sucker forming-branching (ET) and 
anthropogenic induced sucker formation-non-branching (NE) form 
of Ensete (Figure 1). A total of 27 individuals' genomic DNA is 
extracted with the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, 
CA, USA).following the manufacture’s protocol.  
 
 
AFLP and MS-AFLP protocol 
 
AFLP primer combinations using EcoRI+AAC (6-FAM), EcoRI+ 
AAG (6-FAM), and EcoRI +ACA (6-FAM) labeled primers with MseI 
+ CTC, MseI + CAG, MseI + CAC, MseI + CTG, and MseI + CTA 
unlabeled primers were selected from the literature (Trebbi et al., 
2019). For MS-AFLP, the MseI with MspI and HpaII isoschizomers 
(restricting CCGG) was replaced with different sensitivities to 
cytosine Methylation. The selective primers were MspI/HpaII 
+TCAA, MspI/ HpaII +TCTC, MspI / HpaII +TCTT and MspI/ HpaII 
+TCTG unlabeled primers. The primers were tested for 
polymorphism using two Ensete accessions (M1 and Ganticha). 
Following the polymorphism screening, fifteen and 9 primer 
combinations were selected for AFLP and MS-AFLP analysis, 
respectively (Table 1). Thus those polymorphic primers were used 
to screen all samples' genomic DNA for AFLP and MS-AFLP 
protocol to ensure reliable scoring of fragments. AFLP analysis was 
carried out using a modified protocol described by Blignaut et al. 
(2013), Schulz et al. (2013), Vos et al. (1995) and Vuylsteke et al. 
(2007). The detailed AFLP and MS-AFLP analysis were carried out 
with a volume of 40 µl, containing 1 µl of DNA sample (500 ng), 
0.12 µl of enzyme EcoRI (Thermo Scientific TM),  0.1 µl  MseI,  and 

0.2 µl HpaII/MspI (Thermo Scientific TM). The reaction is buffered 
with 4 µl Tango Restriction Buffer (Thermo Scientific TM) adjusted 
to the final volume of 40 with molecular grade water.  The restricted 
DNA is incubated for 3 h at 37°C. The restricted fragment is ligated 
with 1 µl of T4 ligase (Invitrogen), 1 µl of ligation buffer, 1 µl of 
EcoRI adaptor (Thermo Scientific TM), 1 µl of MseI/HpaII/MspI 
adaptor (Thermo Scientific TM) and 14 µl of molecular grade water. 
These restriction-ligation mixtures were incubated at 37°C for 2 h 
and then denatured at 70°C for 15 min. The pre-selective 
amplification reactions were prepared in a final volume of 20 µl 
containing 5 µl of diluted the restricted-ligated DNA in to 1:9 dilution 
factor; 0.25 µl of polymerase (Invitrogen); 2 µl PCR buffer-MgCl2 
(10 mM); 0.4 µl dNTPs (10 mM); 0.6 µl MgCl2 (50 mM) and 7.5 µl of 
water. The pre-selective PCR reactions were then amplified in a 
DNA thermo cycler programmed under the following conditions: 
72°C for 2 min (1 cycle); 94°C for 30 s., 56°C for 1 min, 72°C for 2 
min (30 cycles) and 72°C for 30 min (1 cycle). The pre-selective 
amplification products were then visualized on a 1.5% agarose gel. 
The selective amplification reactions were prepared in a final 
volume of 10 µl containing 2.5 µl of template DNA from pre-
selective PCR, 0.625 µl of PrimerEcoRI-FAM+3 (10mM), primer 
MspI+3/MpaII+3/MseI+3 selective primer set (10 µM, Thermo 
Scientific TM), 12.5 µl of Taq polymerase (5 U/µl) adjusted to final 
volume of 10 with water (nuclease-free). The selective PCR 
reactions were then amplified in a DNA thermo cycler programmed 
as follows: 1 cycle at 95°C for 15 min, 95°C for 30 s, 66°C for 30 s 
and 72°C for 2 min. The annealing temperature was then lowered 
by 0.7°C per cycle during the first 12 cycles, and then 23 cycles 
were  performed  at 94°C for 30 s, 56°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 60 s,  
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Table 1. Sequences of adapters and primers used for AFLP and MS-AFLP analysis. 
 

MS-AFLP primer and adaptor sequence (5' to 3')  AFLP primer and adaptor sequence (5' to 3')  

Oligo name Sequence (5' to 3')   Oligo Name Sequence (5' to 3')   

HpaII/MspI Adaptor  GATCATGAGTCC MseI-AdaptorF  GACGATGAGTCCTG  

HpaII/MspI RAdaptor  CGAGCAGGACTCATGA MseI-AdaptorF  TACTCAGGAC 

EcoRI-FAdaptor  CTCGTAGACTGCGTACC   EcoRI-FAdaptor  CTCGTAGACTGCGTACC   

EcoRI-RAdaptor  AATTGGTACGCAGTC EcoRI-RAdaptor  AATTGGTACGCAGTC 

HpaII/MspI-T ATCATGAGTCCTGCTCGGT Mse-A  GACGAT GAG TCC TGA GTA AC  

EcoRI-A  GACTGCGTACCAATTCA EcoRI-A  GACTGCGTACCAATTCA 

EcoRI+AAC +(6-FAM) GACTGCGTACCAATTCAAC EcoRI+AAC +(6-FAM)  GACTGCGTACCAATTCAAC 

EcoRI+AAG + (6-FAM)   GACTGCGTACCAATTCAAG EcoRI+AAG + (6-FAM)   GACTGCGTACCAATTCAAG 

EcoRI+ACA+ (6-FAM)  GACTGCGTACCAATTCACA EcoRI+ACA+ (6-FAM)  GACTGCGTACCAATTCACA 

HpaII/MspI-TCAA  ATCATGAGTCCTGCTCGGTCAA MseI+CTC, GACGAT GAG TCC TGA GTA ACA CTC 

HpaII/MspI-TCTC  ATCATGAGTCCTGCTCGGTCTC MseI+CAG,  GACGAT GAG TCC TGA GTA ACA CAG  

HpaII/MspI-TCTT ATCATGAGTCCTGCTCGGTCTT MseI+CAC,  GACGAT GAG TCC TGA GTA ACA CAC  

HpaII/MspI-TCTA ATCATGAGTCCTGCTCGGTCTA MseI+CTG,    GACGAT GAG TCC TGA GTA ACA CTG  

HpaII/MspI-TCTG ATCATGAGTCCTGCTCGGTCTG MseI+CTA    GACGAT GAG TCC TGA GTA ACA CTA  
 
 
 

then at 4°C forever. The amplification selective PCR products were 
diluted to 1:9 dilution factors and denatured with formamide. A 500-
bp Liz standard marker was used to estimate the molecular size of 
the fragments. The mixture is analyzed using the NMBU University 
GENE Center facility for fragment analysis on an ABI3130XL. 
 
 
Data analysis  
 

To score AFLP and MS-AFLP fragments, the gene-mapper 
software was used. We manually set bin widths using the graphic 
interface with the minimum relative fluorescence units for band 
identification at 50 bp. These parameters resulted from bands 
coded as "1" or "0" for present and absent, respectively. 
Throughout we use "locus" to indicate a specific fragment size in 
the AFLP and MS-AFLP results. "Haplotypes" was use to indicate 
the binary variable positions (dominant genotypes) for each 
individual’s collection of AFLP loci, and "epigenotype" to indicate 
the collection of binary variable positions of MS-AFLP loci. Both 
AFLP and MS-AFLP data were analyzed using GenALex version 
6.5 and POPGENE version 1.31 software. The assumption of 
population structure was tested for both genetic and epigenetic loci 
by calculating standard population genetics statistics within and 
among populations using GenALex 6.5. GenALex was also used to 
estimate genetic and epigenetic differentiation using hierarchical 
analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) to determine if there was 
structure associated with the population. This analysis assessed 
structured genetic or epigenetic differences by comparing variation 
in marker profiles (AFLP or MS-AFLP) among populations (ФRT) 
and within populations (ФPR). 9,999 permutations was used to 
estimate statistical significance and an initial alpha of 0.05.  

The dendrogram was constructed based on Neil's genetic 
distance using the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic 
average (UPGMA). The partitioning of total genetic diversity (HT) 
into within (HS) and among (DST) accession components was 
examined using Nei1’s genetic diversity statistics (HT = HS + DST; 
GST = DST/HT).  

It was initially assumed that each population is clonally 
propagated, thus little diversity and no epigenetic variation is 
expected.  Using the resulting data, Bayesian clustering was 
performed using Structure v.2.3.4 to identify how many different 
groups are represented among the individuals. Structure estimates 
the number of groups (k)  present  among  individuals  and  assigns 

individuals to each k using Bayesian modeling. Five populations 
(k=1-5) were tested which is three populations more than the 
maximum anticipated based on the sampling, with five independent 
runs at each k. We used both the log probability of observing the 
data (ln Pr (x|k)) method of Structure and Delta k (Earl, 2012; 
Evanno et al., 2005; Falush et al., 2003) which determines the 
number of populations that best fit the data. Clustering was 
performed with the admixture model, 50,000 burn-in steps, 100,000 
post-burn-in steps, and correlated allele frequencies were allowed. 
Individuals were assigned to groups based on the highest q-value. 

 
 

RESULTS 
 
Phonotypical characterization of natural sucker 
forming and anthropogenic induced sucker forming 
Ensete established at Hawassa University research 
field 
 
Under the normal growth conditions, there is a notable 
phenotypic difference observed between ET (the natural 
sucker forming) and Anthropogenic induced sucker 
forming (Ado, Ganticha, Koba, Wild type and Abebe) 
Ensete (Figure 1). The growth pattern of the two types of 
Ensete was evaluated in the established garden. The 
morphology show a difference pattern of growth which 
shows the emerging of sucker on dead leaves of the 
matured ET type of Ensete. However, this process is 
completely absent in the common cultivated Ensete types 
(Ado, Ganticha, Koba, and wild). These indicated that 
natural sucker formation is absent in the common group 
of Ensete while maintained in the Entada accessions. 
Observation of Ensete population for more than ten years 
(data not presented) confirmed three types of 
multiplication in the sampled genotypes. The first 
multiplication method is exclusive vegetative. This is 
observed only by ET and Abebe accessions. The second 
multiplication  system  is  anthropogenic   induced  sucker  



 
 
 
 
formation which is observed among cultivated Ensete like 
Ado, Ganticha and Koba. The third multiplication system 
is exclusively sexual by forming seed as represented by 
Wild (W) type Ensete.  
 
 
Polymorphism of AFLP and MS-AFLP data  
 
The AFLP yielded a total of 3745 bands ranging from 41 
to 400 bands per primer combinations (Table 2a). All 
primers produced polymorphic bands for both populations 
(Table 3). The effective number of allele ranged from 
1.78 to 1.927. This value varies among ET and NE 
populations. The number of privet bands for NE and ET is 
101 and 2051, respectively (Table 3). Unbiased haploid 
genetic diversity for each population also varied (0.198 
and. 0.146 for ET and NE, respectively).  

The MS-AFLP analysis also showed significant 
polymorphism by each of the nine primer combinations. 
The total number of bands generated by the MS-AFLP 
was 2846 (Table 2b). The number of bands per primer 
combination ranged from 14 to 319. Polymorphic bands 
ranged from 14 to 226. The effective number of alleles 
ranged from 1.585 to 2.0. The number of privets bands 
was 835 and 479 for ET and NE, respectively. Unbiased 
haploid genetic diversity for each population also varied 
with a value of 0.151 and. 0.229 for ET and NE, 
respectively. This showed an increased number of privet 
bands for NE compared to the AFLP analysis.  
 
 
Population differentiation 
 
Total genetic diversity per primer combination ranged 
from 0.145 to 0.208 for AFLP analysis. However, the 
genetic diversity within (HS) the population ranged from 
0.135 to 0.191 indicated higher diversity within the 
population than among the population (Dst) which ranged 
from 0.011 to 0.017. However, the differentiation index 
(GST) ranged from 0.045 to 0.104. This value indicates 
lower differentiation among the population. However, for 
MS-AFLP, total genetic diversity (HT) ranged from 0.13 to 
0.265, while the genetic diversity within (HS) the 
population ranged from 0.117 to 0.217. The Dst value 
ranged from 0.013 to 0.071, indicating low 
diversity.  However, the differentiation index (GST) ranged 
from 0.09 to 0.339. The relative higher differentiation 
index value by the MS-AFLP analysis indicated the 
moderate differentiation of the population.  

Analysis of molecular variance revealed no genetic 
differentiation among the population in the AFLP analysis 
but significantly higher differentiation among the 
population by the MS-AFLP analysis ((Φ=0.25, P = 
0.001). The result of this analysis indicated that 24% of 
molecular variance was present among the two Ensete 
types, whereas 76% of the molecular variation was within 
the samples in the population (Table 4). This data  clearly  
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demonstrated that the presence of cytosine Methylation 
increased the differentiation of the population.  

 
 

Cluster analysis 
 
To further determine the genetic relationships among the 
two populations, UPGMA clustering was carried out using 
Nei’s unbiased genetic distance matrix. The dendrogram 
failed to revealed inter-population relationships by AFLP 
analysis (data is not presented). In the MS-AFLP analysis 
two groups (A and B) were separated by the MS-AFLP 
analysis. Eighteen individuals were clustered in one 
group (A) and nine individuals clustered into another 
group (B). Further, sub-group A-I and A-II are composed 
of 9 individual from which exclusively consisted of 
samples of sucker on dead plant (MB, MB2 and MB3), 
emerged bud (MS1, MS2 and MS3), and emerged young 
shoot (ML1, ML2 and ML) type ET and daughter plants 
(D12, D13, D17, D20, D21, D22, D37, D38 and D39) of 
ET mother plant. And sub-group B-I is composed of four 
individual of cultivated Ensete of NE type (Ado (A), 
Ganticha (G), Koba (K), and Wild (W)), whereas sub-
group B-II is composed of the mother plants of ET (M1, 
M2, M 3 and HU). The exception is one individual (Abebe 
(AB)) which is grouped as the outlier in B-II. This implies 
that the MS-AFLP analysis distance is greater than the 
AFLP analysis confirming an important role for DNA 
Methylation in the Ensete epigenome since the 
differences between two types of Ensete are enhanced. 
 
 
Structure analysis  
 
The AFLP procedure did not cluster the population 
significantly (data not presented). For the MS-AFLP 
procedure, the structure of ET and NE was analyzed with 
no apriori information, using the Structure software. The 
result showed a clear peak (ΔK = 19.13) at the K value of 
2 (Figure 2b to d) based on likelihood plots of the models, 
the stability of grouping patterns across different runs, 
and germplasm information. Group 1 had eighteen 
individuals while group 2 is composed of nine individuals. 
Group 1 is composed of the young plant from Entada (D1 
to D9), a sucker from dead leaves (EB), emerging bud 
(MB), and emerged young shoot (ML). While group two 
are composed of all the anthropogenic sucker inducing 
plants (Ado, Ganticha, Koba), the mother plant of Entada 
(M1, M2, M3, HU and Abebe), and wild type which 
reproduced by seed formation. The result indicated that 
78.8% from the ET group are clustered in the same group 
while 21.3% are grouped in the second group. However, 
99.65 of the NE are grouped in the second group. The 
average distance between the individuals within the 
cluster was 0.12 and 0.22, for cluster 1 and cluster 2, 
respectively.  The mean Fst value for each cluster is 0.56 
and 0.11, for  cluster  1  and  cluster 2,  respectively.  The  
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Table 2. Comparison of genetic differentiation for natural sucker forming (ET) and anthropogenic induced sucker forming (NE) by (a) AFLP 
and (b) MS-AFLP markers.  
 

Primer set NOL PL  %PL Ae HT HS DST Gst 

a. AFLP         

EcoRI+AAC  MseI+CTC  41 38 92.7 1.927±0.26 0.199±0.29 0.190±0.28 0.013 0.045 

EcoRI+AAC MseI+CAG  181 148 81.8 1.818±0.39 0.145±0.02 0.135±02 0.011 0.073 

EcoRI+AAC MseI+CAC 277 227 81.9 1.819±0.38 0.151±0.02 0.138±0.01 0.013 0.083 

EcoRI+AAC  MseI+CTG  400 370 92.5 1.925±0.26 0.208±0.02 0.191±0.02 0.017 0.081 

EcoRI+AAC MseI+CTA 224 198 88.4 1.884±0.32 0.147±0.16 0.137±0.01 0.011 0.072 

EcoRI+AAG MseI+CTC 152 136 89.5 1.898±0.31 0.145±0.19 0.1295±0.01 0.015 0.104 

EcoRI+AAG MseI+CAG 238 179 79.8 1.798±0.40 0.163±0.02 0.148±0.02 0.014 0.084 

EcoRI+AAG MseI+CAC 293 269 91.9 1.918±0.27 0.189±0.02 0.173±0.02 0.016 0.083 

EcoRI+AAG MseI+CTG 291 255 87.6 1.876±0.33 0.183±0.02 0.167±0.02 0.016 0.087 

EcoRI+AAG MseI+CTA 247 208 84.2 1.842±0.37 0.162±0.02 0.147±0.02 0.016 0.096 

EcoRI+ACA MseI+CTC 293 270 92.2 1.921±0.27 0.190±0.02 0.174±0.02 0.016 0.083 

EcoRI+ACA MseI+CAG 293 271 92.5 1.925±0.26 0.173±0.02 0.159±0.02 0.015 0.081 

EcoRI+ACA MseI+CAC  42 33 78.6 1.786±0.42 0.170±0.34 0.154±0.03 0.021 0.094 

EcoRI+ACA MseI+CTG 152 135 88.8 1.888±0.32 0.145±0.02 0.130±0.01 0.015 0.102 

EcoRI+ACA MseI+CTA 293 269 91.8 1.918±0.27 0.189±0.02 0.173±0.02 0.016 0.083 

          

b. MS-AFLP          

EcoRI+AAC HpaII/MspI-TCAA  231 187 81.9 1.809±0.39 0.265±0.35 0.175±0.02 0.071 0.339 

EcoRI+AAC HpaII/MspI-TCTC  59 53 89.8 1.898±0.30 0.258±0.03 0.217±0.02 0.042 0.162 

EcoRI+AAC HpaII/MspI-TCTT 171 100 58.5 1.585±0.49 0.140±0.23 0.117±0.01 0.023 0.164 

EcoRI+AAC HpaII/MspI-TCTA 319 226 70.8 1.708±0.45 0.193±0.03 0.161±0.02 0.029 0.166 

EcoRI+AAC HpaII/MspI-TCTG 170 118 69.4 1.694±0.46 0.158±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.017 0.113 

EcoRI+AAG HpaII/MspI-TCAA  22 14 63.4 1.636±0.49 0.13±0.02 0.118±0.02 0.013 0.09 

EcoRI+AAG HpaII/MspI-TCTC  235 196 83.4 1.834±0.37 0.184±0.02 0.156±0.02 0.025 0.149 

EcoRI+AAG HpaII/MspI-TCTT 14 14 100 2.00±00.0  0.189±0.02 0.171±0.02 0.026 0.094 

EcoRI+AAG HpaII/MspI-TCTA 202 180 89.1 1.891±0.31 0.211±0.02 0.186±0.02 0.023 0.118 

EcoRI+AAG HpaII/MspI-TCTG 231 172 74.5 1.745±0.44 0.257±0.04 0.169±0.02 0.071 0.343 
  

NOL, Total number of loci per primer combination; PL, Number of polymorphic loci; PLP, percentage of polymorphic loci; Ae, Effective number of 
alleles per locus; HT, Total gene diversity; HS, Average gene diversity within accessions; DST, The genetic diversity among accessions; GST; GST = HT -
HS,/HT, Genetic differentiation coefficient. 

 
 
 
mean α value is 0.05, 0.04, 0.03 and 0.02 for K = 2, 3, 4 
and 5, respectively, showing significant difference 
between each cluster.  
 
 
Principal coordinate analysis 
 
The genetic relationship among the studied populations 
was also visualized by performing PCoA based both on 
the AFLP and MS-AFLP data (Figure 3). For AFLP only, 
the first two components accounted for 14% (7.5 and 
6.5%) of variation observed in the populations. The two 
estimated population intersected and shared a large part 
of the ellipse area. However, in MS-AFLP analysis only 
the first two components accounted for 34.3% (19.7 and 
12.6%) of variation observed in the populations. Where 
the major and minor axes, which show the dispersion 
degree  of  the  population,  indicates  the   dispersion   is 

higher even though some level of overlap among the 
populations. A similar pattern of clustering is revealed by 
the PCoa analysis and UPGMA dendrogram (Figure 2a 
and Figure 3).  
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This study offers an analysis of the genetic and epigenetic 
diversity and population structure of Ensete ventricosum 
in Ethiopia. Both MS-AFLP and AFLP have been proven 
to be valuable for the determination of genetic and 
epigenetic diversity among the collected genotypes in 
Hawassa University research field.  

MS-AFLP and AFLP profiles were generated from 
Ensete genomic DNA extracted from plant tissue of Ado, 
Ganticha, Koba, Abebe, Wild type and Entada which 
represent  the  mother   plants,  a  sucker  from  the  dead  
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Table 3. Genetic diversity of 27 Ensete accessions representing natural sucker forming (ET) and anthropogenic induced sucker forming 
(NE).  
 

Population 

Techniques of analysis 

AFLP MS-AFLP 

ET NE ET NE 

No. of bands 2937 987 1701 1345 

No. of bands frequency ≥5% 2103 987 1182 1345 

No. private bands 2051 101 835 479 

No. of locally common bands (≤25%) 0 0 0 0 

No. of locally common bands (≤50%) 0 0 0 0 

Diversity(h)±SE 0.189±0.00 0.110±0.0 0.145±0.0 0.172±0.0 

Unbiased diversity (uh)±SE 0.198±0.0 0.146±0.0 0.151±0.0 0.229±0.0 

No. of different alleles (Na) 1.705 0.563 1.2 0.9 

No. of effective alleles (Ne) 1.277 1.185 1.23 1.29 

Shannon's information Index (I) 0.313 0.162 0.238 0.252 

Polymorphic [%] 85.2 27.6 61.3 42.8 

Nei genetic identity [%] 97.00 92.00 

Nei genetic distance 0.03 0.08 
 

ET vs NE, Population names; Np, number of polymorphic loci; PLP, percentage of polymorphic loci; Na, observed number of alleles per locus; 
Ne, effective number of alleles per locus; Hj, Nei’s gene diversity index; I, Shannon information index. 

 
 
 
Table 4. Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) among and within populations of natural sucker forming (ET) and anthropogenic induced 
sucker forming (NE) of Ensete using AFLP and MS-AFLP markers. 
 

Analysis  Source 
Degree of 
freedom 

Sum of 
square 

Mean sum of 
square 

Estimated 
variation 

% 
variation 

Φ 
P(rand 
≥ data) 

 
Among pops 1 19.746 19.746 0 0 -0.008 0.56 

AFLP  Within pops 25 522.402 20.896 20.896 100 
  

 
Total 26 542.148 40.642 20.896 100 

  

 
Among pops 1 733.1 733.1 74.05 24 0.25 0.001 

MS-AFLP  Within pops 25 5713 228.5 228.5 74 
  

  Total 26 6446 247.9 302.6 100 
  

 
 
 
leaves, emerging bud, emerged shoot and separated 
seedlings from the same Entada plant (Figure 1). The 
quality of AFLP and MS-AFLP was good; as a result, 
comparing the DNA profiles of the different tissues and 
plants was possible for comparing the genetic and 
epigenetic patterns in the selected plants.  

Restriction of genomic DNA with EcoRI/HpaII/MspI 
creates three groups of fragments (Vos et al., 1995; 
Vuylsteke et al., 2007). However, the target was to 
measure the fragments which are preferentially amplified 
by EcorI-/MspI/HpaII selective primers. This lowered the 
number of amplified fragments in MS-AFLP analysis than 
the AFLP analysis.  

As a result, the following four classes of fragments 
originated: Un-methylated, hemi-methylated internally, 
hemi-methylated externally and fully methylated (Schulz 
et al., 2013). Conservation of the MseI site indicates the 
genetic   similarity   of   the   germplasm   while   variation 

indicates the genetic diversity which can be quantified 
using GST, Amova, Nei genetic diversity and structure 
software (Pérez-Figueroa, 2013). The fifteen primer 
combinations resulted in more than 3000 loci with higher 
polymorphic bands. However, the AFLP polymorphic loci 
were not able to differentiate the two populations into 
natural sucker forming (ET) and anthropogenic induced 
sucker forming (NE) groups. There are many polymorphic 
bands as a result of EcorI/MseI restriction analysis. A 
similar result has been reported by different author using 
different population AFLP (Negash et al., 2002).  Even if 
the research was done using a different collection of 
Ensete from different agro ecology, there is moderate 
genetic diversity within the population than among the 
population of Ensete. Depending on their population 
determination little or no population differentiation has 
been exhibited. This indicates the clones are the result of 
cross-pollination.  
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Figure 2. Cluster analysis of (a) UPGMA dendrogram based on MS-AFLP profiles obtained from Sardinian Ensete ample. 
The Jaccard similarity index is indicated on the X axis. The sample names with their previously assigned (or not) genotype 
are reported on the Y axis. (b). Bar plot of estimated membership probability (Q) for K = 2 for the MS-AFLP data of Ensete 
sample names are indicated on the X axis. The estimated membership probability (Q) for K = 2 are represented on the Y 
axis. (c) Mean estimated log-normal (Ln) probability of the data in relation to the simulated number of clusters K. (d) Delta K 
in relation number of clusters K. 

 
 
 
Yet, with nine pairs of primer combinations, the MS-AFLP 
analysis revealed more polymorphic bands in the 
population and significant differentiation of the two 
populations. This might be the result of fragments which 
are methylated with their internal cytosine and externals 
cytosine or fully Methylation as the result of the two 
schizomeric restriction enzymes (HpaII /MspI). This 
indicates that there is some level of epigenetic variation 
exhibited by the population. Furthermore, the small 
percentage of polymorphism (0.145 and 0.229 for ET and 
NE, respectively) found in the MS-AFLP analyses shed 
important information about the Methylation pattern and 
the presence of independent allele as a result of 
Methylation in the two populations (Michalakis and 
Excoffier, 1996). This indicates the presence of a 
different pattern of Methylation on the natural and 
anthropogenic induced sucker forming populations. Such 
a high level of diversity indicates the presence of high 
epigenetic diversity. 

Changes in Methylation patterns occur by de novo 
Methylation which is catalyzed by Methyl transferase 
enzyme (Lyko, 2017). In this result, a different pattern of 
Methylation where the two populations exhibited 
differently was observed. The pattern of DNA Methylation 
is exhibited by the different number of unique fragments 
in  the  MS-AFLP  analysis.  For  example,  an  increased 

number of privet bands (835) were exhibited in the ET 
population while less number (479) was found in the NE 
populations. This indicates that de-methylation of the NE 
population which might have happened due to the failure 
in maintaining the Methylation pattern through DNA 
replication. This might have created a different number of 
unique bands by MS-AFLP. The absence or 
disappearance of bands in the NE and ET population 
might be attributed to the status of the Methylation sites 
which need to be elucidated further. 

The presence of more effectively amplified fragments 
by the AFLP showed a higher frequency in the ET 
populations. The high number of the fragment in the ET 
population might reveal the de-methylation of the genome 
sequence in the population while Methylation in the NE 
populations made it inaccessible for the digestion by 
EcoRI/MseI enzyme combinations. De-Methylation 
further is supported by the increased fragments number 
in the ET population than the NE population by the 
HpaII/MspI enzyme combinations that indicate the effect 
of the de-methylation events occurring during the 
different developmental stages of ET ensete. 

The overall explanation of the data reflects the 
presence of Methylation and De-methylation in the NE 
and ET population which occur in Ensete population. This 
explanation  can  be  supported  by  the fact that cytosine  
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Figure 3. Representation of principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) for epigenetic differentiation among groups. Different 
colors represent different populations, called ET and NE. The Et and NE symbols indicate the position of the genetic 
centroids. Ellipses represent the average dispersion of those individual data points around their centre. The long axis of 
the ellipse shows the direction of maximum dispersion and the short axis, the direction of minimum dispersion. 

 
 
 
Methylation is a well-known phenomenon in plants as it is 
observed by different plant species (Broeck et al., 2018; 
Dowen et al., 2012; Fresnedo-Ramírez et al., 2017). 
Methylation affects the gene expression which in turn 
affects plant adaptation and productivity (Kashino-Fujii et 
al., 2018). Thus, de-methylation might be one aspect of 
differentiation in the Methylation pattern of plants at a 
different stage of their development. This further 
characterizes that the genes or the Methylation pattern of 
Ensete are important to unravel the developmental 
pattern of Ensete.  

The explanation behind the variability of the two forms 
of Ensete (ET vs NE) based on MS-AFLP results is an 
indication of the selection strategy of the germplasm for 
vegetative reproduction. The ET form is not able to form 
a flower but propagate by the sucker. Thus, the absence 
of recombination can reduce to generate variation in the 
population. Thus, ET relies on epigenetic which will be 
the only way for the plant to exist. This could explain why 
the different developmental stages are the target for 
epigenetic variability and creating population structure.  

The key evidence for the above explanation is the DNA 
Methylation fingerprint that was distinctly different (Φ ST 
= 0.25,p = 0.001) among the two forms of Ensete. This 
uncovers a disjunction between the global DNA 
Methylation pattern and the developmental state of 
Ensete as revealed by the structure analysis. Therefore, 
the difference that was observed between the Methylation 
fingerprints of developmental stages and genotypes 
could reflect the developmental stage-related phenotypic 
plasticity.  

To date, regulation of gene expression through DNA 
Methylation has been described for many clonally 
propagated plants like grape (Fournier-Level et al., 
2011),  almond (Fresnedo-Ramírez et al., 2017), but not 
for Ensete. The Methylation patterns described in those 
earlier studies were generally associated with ecological 
contexts, developmental stages, and genotypes.  In this 
results, there is no geographical scope where all the 
population is established in the same environment for 
more than three years. But epigenetic analysis differed 
between the different populations where little genetic 
diversity is exhibited. There are few reports with big 
genetic variation and the epigenetic difference in plants. 
The current research supports the idea of change in 
Methylation involved in the developmental stage of the 
plant which includes a natural sucker forming Ensete. 
This concept could open new perspectives for a better 
understanding of Ensete developmental biology and 
mechanism of sucker formation. The epigenome analysis 
of branching and non-branching Ensete population along 
with different ecology is needed. Discovering the key 
genes involved in the change in the branching and non-
branching patter mechanism, as well as their epigenetic 
variation, is necessary to clarify the pattern of epigenetic 
variation evidenced in this study.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Results indicate that the genetic diversity of Ensete 
ventricosum is high  based  on  MS-AFLP  analysis.  Less  
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genetic differentiation occurred among the AFLP markers 
which are based on the genetic difference. This study 
highlights the presence of Epigenetic variation among the 
population which should be further elucidated. The 
information generated from this study will facilitate future 
works on the epigenetic relationship and different 
morphological and developmental phenomena in E. 
ventricosum which is one of the important crop plants in 
Ethiopia.  
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